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The short-dated and broad sterling credit markets posted flat and negative total returns
respectively this month as falling gilt yields partially offset sharply wider credit spreads.
Despite this difficult environment, the AXA Sterling Credit Short Duration Bond Fund (‘the
Fund’) posted a positive total return of +0.08% (net of fees) in February.
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Credit spreads sharply widened in the last week of February as the global spread of the
coronavirus intensified beyond Asia, stoking fears of a global recession, with the S&P 500
posting its worst weekly performance since the global financial crisis.
In an attempt to support markets, major central banks communicated that they stood ready to
implement further accommodative policies to combat any negative economic impact from the
coronavirus.
UK gilt yields fell in February, benefiting from safe-haven flows as investors became
increasingly anxious about the coronavirus.

Fund performance



The Fund’s performance benefited from lower gilt yields, its attractive carry (income) and
defensive positioning. Cyclical names underperformed defensive names in February due to
fears of a global recession. Despite this difficult environment, the Fund posted a positive total
return of +0.08% (net of fees) in February, leading to +0.48% and +3.22% for 2020 year-todate and one-year returns respectively.

Fund activity


Fund in focus
Yield (in £)
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1.4%
Duration (years)

We were active in February, managing flows while keeping the Fund in line with our active
strategies, with a bias towards low-beta names and defensive sectors. Sterling investment
grade primary issuance was £7 billion this month, the busiest February since 2009 and
despite volatility in the second half of the month. As such, we participated in several new
issues, including French luxury company Louis Vuitton, German conglomerate Siemens and
First Abu Dhabi Bank, which were all new additions to the Fund. We also added new
exposures to Australian energy company APT Pipelines and UK student accommodation
company Student Finance in the secondary market during the month.
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Outlook

Average rating2



AFund Size

£721m
Number of Issuers



Given the broader spread of the coronavirus beyond Asia and the lack of monetary policy
options left to central banks to accelerate growth and mitigate its negative impact, global
growth forecast has been lowered with expected much slower growth in the US and UK, and
a recession in the Eurozone.
As such, we still maintain a defensive bias within the Fund, as we believe valuations have not
cheapened up enough yet to start re-risking it.
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Yield to Worst. Yields are not guaranteed and will
change in future.
Average rating. Source AXA IM. Average rating is
calculated from lowest rating per issue of
S&P/Moody’s/Fitch as at 29/02/2020.
Data is unaudited and sourced from our front office
portfolio management system.
Note: Fund performance is quoted on a net of fees
(41 bps) and gross of tax basis (income
reinvested).
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Fund aim/objective
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The aim of the Fund is to provide income
combined with any capital growth.

Fund Breakdown by Sector

The Fund invests primarily in a diversified
portfolio of investment grade bonds issued by
companies where the period for full
repayment of the bond by the company is
expected to be less than 5 years with the aim
of reducing the effect of fluctuations in
interest rates.
The fund manager seeks to reduce the effect
of credit risk through diversification and the
active selection of bonds.
Where bonds are denominated in a currency
other than Sterling, the Fund aims to reduce
the risk of movements in exchange rates
between such currency and Sterling through
the use of derivatives (financial instruments
which derive their value from the value of
other assets). The Fund may also use
derivatives in an attempt to reduce the overall
risks of its investments, reduce the costs of
investing or generate additional capital or
income (known as
Efficient Portfolio Management - EPM).

In an environment of record
low interest rates and low
returns from cash
investments, we are aiming
to provide investors with
consistent, incremental
returns, in excess of cash,
while at the same time
reducing overall volatility.
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Fund Breakdown by Rating2

Fund Breakdown by Maturity

Source 1: AXA IM / Bloomberg as at 29/02/2020. BofA Merrill Lynch Level 3 breakdown for financials;
BofA Merrill Lynch Level 2 breakdown for the remainder of the Fund. All breakdowns exclude currency forwards and futures.
Source 2: AXA IM. Rating is the worst of S&P, Moody's and Fitch as at 29/02/2020
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